Lab #6: Confidence Intervals-Hypothesis Testing
A. Objectives:
1. Create confidence intervals for parameter estimation.
2. Explore Hypothesis testing
Confidence intervals and initial inferences
As you recall, the PROC IMPORT statement is the best way to enter external data sets. The CSV file we
will be using is called “Carbon.csv”. Download and save it in your favorite folder and mark the complete
path to it. Then use the following code to import it, making sure you put the correct path on the
DATAFILE argument.
PROC IMPORT OUT= Carbon
DATAFILE= "put the complete path here…\Carbon.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;
GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;
RUN;

This set contains the average CO2 concentration in our atmosphere for every year between 0 and 2014.
Let’s try to print our dataset using the familiar PROC PRINT command as follows:
PROC PRINT data=Carbon;
TITLE 'Carbon Dioxide Concentration';
RUN;

Let’s focus first on the years after 1950 by creating a subset using only the last 64 observations. Let’s
call that subset Carbon1950, since we will be keeping only those years. The following code does the job
DATA Carbon1950;
SET Carbon(firstobs=1951 OBS=2015);
RUN;
PROC PRINT data=Carbon1950;
TITLE ‘Years after 1950’;
RUN;

Notice that the year 0 is included in our dataset and is counted as the 1st observation, so we need to
shift everything by +1. Hence we want from the 1951st observation (which corresponds to 1950) up to
the 2015th observation which corresponds to 2014. Little things like this can mess up your analysis so be
extra careful with data handling.
So now let’s explore the smaller dataset by using PROC UNIVARIATE.

TITLE “Exploring years after 1950”;
Ods select Histogram BasicMeasures;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA = Carbon_1950;
HISTOGRAM Cdioxide/ normal(percents=20 40 60 80 midpercents);
INSET n normal(ksdpval) / pos = ne format =6.3;
RUN;

As we learned last week, this will fit a normal curve on our dataset and give us the summary statistics for
it. We notice that this is not really a normal distribution and that the average for this subset is
̅
.
Let’s repeat the process for the entirety of the dataset by simply changing the code slightly:
TITLE “Exploring all years”;
Ods select Histogram BasicMeasures;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA = Carbon;
HISTOGRAM Cdioxide/ normal(percents=20 40 60 80 midpercents);
INSET n normal(ksdpval) / pos = ne format =6.3;
RUN;

The histogram looks VERY different, but that is not enough information! What is very important is the
mean of the total population is μ=282.5684! That is again very different from recent years. Note also
that the standard deviation is
.
Let’s try to compute a confidence interval around the average of the recent years and see if our
population mean falls in there. This can be done in PROC UNIVARIATE if the CIBASIC option is added in
the statement, namely:
TITLE “95% Confidence interval for recent Years”;
ODS select BasicIntervals;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA = Carbon1950 CIBASIC;
var Cdioxide;
RUN;

As we can see the 95% confidence interval is given as [339.710898, 352.87971]. The population mean is
nowhere near that! There is definitely something here, and we should explore it further with hypothesis
testing.
Suppose now that we want to change the confidence interval to 90%. You can request different level
confidence limits by using the ALPHA= option in parentheses after the CIBASIC option. A 90% confidence
interval corresponds to ALPHA=0.1 (the complement of 90% basically).
So the following code will do the computation for us:
TITLE “90% Confidence interval for recent Years”;
ODS select BasicIntervals;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA = Carbon1950 CIBASIC(alpha=0.1);
var Cdioxide;
RUN;

Obviously this interval does not include our population mean as well.

Exploring Hypothesis testing:
So now we have a good idea that the atmospheric carbon dioxide looks very different in recent years.
Let’s conduct a hypothesis testing with SAS’s help to confirm that.
Step1: Specify H0, H1 and an acceptable level of α.
H0: The average atmospheric carbon dioxide has not changed in recent years.
H1: The average atmospheric carbon dioxide has changed the recent years.
Our acceptance level is 0.05 (since we have no other way to determine this we use the default)
Step 2: Define a sample-based test statistic and the rejection region for the specified H0.
We will use a Z-test, and say that the rejection region will be any sample with average more than 1.96
standard deviations away from the mean, or equivalently, the probability of getting a value above our
sample average is smaller than 5%.
Step 3: Collect the sample data and calculate the test statistic.
What we will do is assume that the population average is μ=282.5684 and that if we are to create
samples of n=36 and compute their averages the average sampling distribution will have a mean of
μ=282.5684 and a standard error of

√

√

Let’s now compute the sample average if we focus on the last 36 years. This is our sample of interest.
To do that lets create a subset starting from 1979 and do a summary statistic on it:
DATA Carbon1979;
SET Carbon(firstobs=1980 OBS=2015);
RUN;
PROC PRINT data=Carbon1979;
TITLE ‘Years after 1979’;
RUN;

Notice that indeed this contains the last 36 observations. To find the mean let’s use again PROC
UNIVARIATE and the BasicMeasures selection.
TITLE “Summary Statistics for last 36 years”;
ODS select BasicMeasures;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA = Carbon1979;
var Cdioxide;
RUN;

The sample mean is now ̅
̅

. To compute its Z-score we can use the formula:

And then we can look up that Z value on our table. BUT! There is an easier way using the command CDF
that we learned in lab 4. What we are assuming is that the averages follow a normal distribution with
μ=282.5684 and SE=
. And what we want to find is the probability:
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Recall that the command is then CDF('NORMAL',X,μ,σ). The appropriate code is thus:
DATA normal;
P=1-CDF('NORMAL',366.1690,282.5684,2.236);
RUN;
PROC PRINT data=normal;
TITLE 'Probability of being greater than 366.1690';
Run;

Which yields that the probability is actually practically zero! Meaning that it is so small, that when SAS
rounds off (even if you use 20 decimal digits) you get zero.
To increase the number of digits displayed you can use the code:
PROC PRINT data=normal;
TITLE 'Probability of being greater than 366.1690';
Format P 21.20;
Run;

This will output value P using 21 spaces, 20 of them being decimal.
Step 4: Make a decision to either reject or fail to reject H0H0. This decision will normally result in a
recommendation for action.
There is absolutely no doubt here. We must reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that the
average atmospheric Carbon Dioxide has changed the last 36 years when compared to the last 2000
years.
Step 5: Interpret the results in the language of the problem. It is imperative that the results be usable
by the practitioner. Since H1H1 is of primary interest, this conclusion should be stated in terms of
whether there was or was not evidence for the alternative hypothesis.
The concentration of atmospheric Carbon Dioxide has changed significantly the last 36 years. This test
proves it and the difference is statistically significant. Similar tests have been conducted for the last 2
centuries and they show a significant difference as well. Furthermore, tests on a scale of hundreds of
thousands of years have been conducted with the same results. Thus, natural phenomena (volcanoes,
change in sun’s activity etc) can be ruled out leaving only one possible explanation.

